DRUM WORKSHOP PERFORMANCE SERIES

FeatureS a proprietary drum HVX shell, 8-ply all-maple shells, scaled-down version of DW’s trademark turret lugs, precision bearing edges, Pitch Tension Rods, STM (Suspension Tom Mounts), lower mass die cast claw hooks and DW heads by Remo. Includes 10"x8" tom, 12"x9" tom, 14"x12" floor tom, and 14"x5.5" snare. Add-on 22" bass drum & 16" floor tom are available.

Finish Options:

DRPLTMPK04........Tom pack w/ snare only.....................................1179.99
DRPL1822KK........22"x18" bass drum .............................................619.99
DRPL1416FT........16"x14" floor tom ................................................369.99

PDP FS SERIES DRUMS

A F.A.S.T™-sized all-birch set featuring STM™ (Suspension Tom Mount), True Pitch™ Tuning and Remo heads. Birch is said to offer a brighter tone than maple, its warmth and projection make it an excellent material for drums. Includes 10"x8" and 12"x9" rack toms, 14"x12" floor tom on legs, 22"x18" bass drum and matching 14"x5" snare drum. Add-on toms (8" and 16") are available.

Finish Options:

ZILDJIAN 4-PACK

The cymbals in this box were hand picked from the Zildjian Vault. They are the same superior cast bronze cymbals played by the world’s best drummers. 20" Medium Ride, 16" Medium Thin Crash, 14" New Beat HiHats, FREE 22" Zildjian Gig Bag

PDP HARDWARE PACK

Includes CB800 boom cymbal stand, CS800 straight cymbal stand, SS800 snare stand, HH800-01 hi-hat stand, and SP500 kick pedal.

PDBXHW8155...Hardware bundle ........ 219.99

DRUM WORKSHOP 2000 SERIES KICK PEDALS

Designed for students, weekend warriors, and working drummers alike. Trademark DW all-metal construction and playability. Single chain drive, steel base plates.

DWCP2000 ......Single-pedal ............... 69.99
DWCP2002 ......Double-pedal .............. 159.99

NOT INCLUDED

CYMBALS/ HARDWARE
PEARL FORUM SERIES DRUMS
Features 6-ply 7.5mm poplar shells, matching wood snare drum, matching wood bass drum hoops, and I.S.S. tom mounting system. Includes double braced hardware, throne, cymbal pack (ride/crash/hi-hats), sticks, and instructional DVD. Includes 12”x9” tom, 13”x10” tom, 16”x16” floor tom, 14”x5.5” snare, 22”x18” bass. Add-on drums available, see website for more info.

FZH725 ...........5-piece kit w/ hardware and cymbals .................679.00

Finish Options:
- Chrome hardware
- Black hardware

PEARL VISION BIRCH LACQUER (VBL)
100% birch 5 piece shell pack. Feature 6 ply 7.5mm shells, Steel SensiTone snare drum w/ chrome finish, wood bass drum hoops w/ matching finish, recessed BD Claws w/ rubber lining, reference-look bridge lugs/leg brackets and legs, 900 series Uni-Lock tom holders, and I.S.S. tom mounting system. Includes 12”x9” tom, 13”x10” tom, 16”x16” floor tom, 14”x5.5” snare, 22”x18” bass.

VBL925P ............5-piece shell pack only ..................................699.00
VBL925 .............Shell pack as above w/900 series hardware ..........995.00

Finish Options:
- Chrome hardware
- Black hardware

SABIAN B8 PRO
LIMITED EDITION PERFORMANCE PACK
This exclusively Brilliant Finish series delivers bright, tonally controlled responses priced just right for players getting into quality bronze cymbals. Includes 14” Medium Hats, 16” Medium Crash, 20” Medium Ride.

35003-18 ...........B8 Pro cymbal set .................................................339.00

With FREE 18” Crash!
While supplies last

Cymbals Not Included
YAMAHA GIGMAKER DRUM SET
This entry-level kit features basswood/poplar shell drums with triple-flange, 1.6mm steel hoops and pro-quality lugs, and matching wood bass drum hoops. Includes 22"x16" bass drum, 16"x16" floor tom, 13"x9" mounted tom, 12"x9" mounted tom, 14"x5.5" wood snare drum, with 600 series snare stand, hi-hat stand, cymbal stand, and foot pedal.

GM2F56 ............5-piece drum set with hardware, kick pedal ............CALL

Finish Options:

LATIN PERCUSSION PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS
Latin Percussion brand products are made for professional percussionists and drummers who demand the highest quality. More Latin Percussion products are available at fullcompass.com.

LP008 .............LP rock Ridge Rider cowbell .......................... 36.43
LP160 .............LP cyclops mountable tambourine, black ........... 23.95
LP1205 ..........LP jam block w/ bracket, high pitch, blue .......... 20.46
LP462 .............LP rock shaker, gold ...................................... 19.97
LP281 .............LP professional maracas .................................. 14.97

LATIN PERCUSSION
PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS

YAMAHA STAGE CUSTOM BIRCH DRUM SET
All-birch Yamaha drumset great for the beginner or the working professional. Beautiful high-gloss lacquer finish and low-mass lugs lets the shell vibrate for superb tone and sustain. Includes 22"x17" kick, 10"x8" tom, 12"x9" tom, 16"x16" floor tom, 14"x5.5" wood snare drum, with 700 series hardware.

SCB2FS57 ..........5-piece drum set with hardware, kick pedal .........CALL

TOCA PERCUSSION FREESTYLE ROPE-TUNED DJEMBES
Lightweight, durable and offering the same great sound as wood Djembes, with a slightly higher tone. They are the perfect choice for drum circles, percussive gatherings and classrooms because of their durability and portability.

SFDJ-7 .......... 7" Synergy Freestyle Djembe ............................ 34.08
SFDJ-9 .......... 9" Synergy Freestyle Djembe ............................ 56.18
SFDJ-10 .......... 10" Synergy Freestyle Djembe ........................... 80.87

Finish Options:
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**ALESIS DM8 PRO KIT**
Features the DM8 high-definition drum module with 750 Dynamic Articulation™ sounds. It includes (2) 12" RealHead drum pads, (1) 10" RealHead drum pad, (1) 8" RealHead drum pad, (1) 8" Kick, (1) 16" 3-zone Ride with choke, (1) 14" Crash with choke, (1) 12" Hi-Hat with RealHat continuous pedal and rack. Throne and kick pedal not included.

DM8-PRO .......................... 5-piece electronic drum kit ................................................................. 799.00

**ALESIS PERCPAD**
Has 4 velocity-sensitive pads, a kick input and high-quality internal sounds. Mounts to standard snare stand, tabletop surface, or use the optional Module Mount. Tune and edit internal sounds, and assign any sound to any pad, or to the kick input. Features 1/4" outputs, headphone out, and MIDI connectivity.

PERCPAD ..................... 4-zone percussion pad/drum module ........................................... 99.00

MODULE-MOUNT .......... Mounting plate for percussion modules ................................... 15.00

**PEARL EPRO LIVE**
They feature real drum shells, real brass cymbals, and real hardware. Includes 10"x6.5", 12"x7" and 14"x8" toms, a 14"x4.5" snare drum, and a 20"x12" bass drum. Includes real brass or rubber EPC cymbals with 3-zone ride, a crash, and hi-hats. Also includes e-Rack, cymbal and tom mounts, snare stand, and hi-hat controller. The r.e.d.box drum module features 128MB RAM and 1000 high definition sounds & kits. Substitute a lush, super high-end drum set for the original acoustics.

EPLX-205P/B-MAPLE ...... 5-piece kit w/brass cymbals, maple fade .......... 3199.00
EPLX-205P/C-MAPLE ...... 5-piece kit w/rubber EPC cymbals, maple fade .. 2999.00

**KORG WAVEDRUM**
Features a naturally responding real drumhead that can be used with brushes, sticks, mallets or even your hands. It contains 200 sounds with velocity-switching capabilities. Sounds include traditional pop/rock drum sounds such as snares, kick drums, and toms, ethnic percussion instruments, and even stringed instruments like the sitar, koto and berimbau. Practice along with 100 loop phrases from various musical genres. 1/4" unbalanced L/R outs, 1/8" stereo in (AUX), and 1/8" headphone out.

WAVEDRUM .............. Dynamic percussion synthesizer ........................................ 599.00

**KORG WAVEDRUM**
Features a naturally responding real drumhead that can be used with brushes, sticks, mallets or even your hands. It contains 200 sounds with velocity-switching capabilities. Sounds include traditional pop/rock drum sounds such as snares, kick drums, and toms, ethnic percussion instruments, and even stringed instruments like the sitar, koto and berimbau. Practice along with 100 loop phrases from various musical genres. 1/4" unbalanced L/R outs, 1/8" stereo in (AUX), and 1/8" headphone out.

KORG WAVEDRUM .......... Dynamic percussion synthesizer ........................................ 599.00
**TD-4 V-COMPACT® SERIES**

Kit includes the TD-4 Percussion Sound Module featuring 125 instruments, 25 drum kits, Quick Record function, a Mix In with a 1/8" mini jack input, coach mode, and tempo check. Includes (1) PDX-8 mesh-head snare, 1 (KD-9) cloth-head Kick Pad, (2) PDX-8 Mesh Pads (Snare, Tom 3), (2) PDX-6 Mesh Pads (Tom 1, Tom 2), (1) CY-12C V-Cymbal Pad, (1) CY-13R V-Cymbal Pad, (1) CY-5 dual trigger cymbal pad, (1) FD-8 hi-hat control pedal, and (1) MDS-4 drum set rack w/clamps and arms. DW 3000 series kick pedal and throne are also included.

**TD4KX2-S-PROMO** ....5-piece electronic drum kit ......................... CALL

**TD-9KX2 V-TOUR® KIT**

Features the TD-9 advanced sound engine with 30 new kick and snare sounds, expanded memory to 99 kits, real-audio songs and patterns, scope function with LCD display, and USB host for audiofile (WAV) playback. Includes (1) PD-105BK Mesh Pad, (3) PD-85BK Mesh Pads, (1) KD-9 Kick Trigger Pad, (1) CY-12C Cymbal Pad, (1) CY-13R Cymbal Pad, (1) VH-11 Hi-Hat, and sturdy drum rack (MDS-9). Comes with a DW 3000 series kick pedal, hi-hat stand and throne. Required cabling is included.

**TD9KX2-S-PROMO** ....5-piece electronic drum kit ......................... CALL

**TD-12K-S V-STAGE® KIT**

Features mesh heads, TD-12 sound module with many of the same quality sounds as the TD-20. Twelve trigger inputs are provided plus 4 audio outputs and MIDI I/O. The kit includes (1) TD-12 Percussion sound module, (2) PD-105BK dual zone mesh pads (snare, floor tom), (2) PD-85BK dual zone mesh pads (tom 1, tom 2), (1) KD-120BK mesh kick pad, (3) CY-12R/C cymbal pads with 3-way ride triggering capabilities. The kit features the VH-11 Hi-Hat, and includes the DW 5000 series hi-hat stand, single kick pedal, and drum throne.

**TD12KX-S-PROMO** ....5-piece electronic drum kit ......................... CALL

**SPD-30 OCTAPAD**

It's packed with new percussion sounds from around the world, plus 30 types of multi-effects. It has 4 dual-trigger inputs plus hi-hat controller for adding pads to create a mini kit, or for accepting triggers from acoustic drums. The Phrase Loop function records your playing in real time and overdubs up to 3 layers. It has USB connectivity for MIDI and memory storage.

**SPD30** ..........Drum pads with integrated sounds/recorder .......... CALL

---

**ACCESSORIES**

- **BOSS DB90** Dr. Beat metronome
- **DIRECT SOUND EX-29** Extreme isolation headphones
- **ROLAND® V DRUM ACCESSORIES**
- **ROLAND PM SERIES** Percussion monitors
- **VIC FIRTH ESTICK** Electronic drum sticks

**fullcompass.com** 800-356-5844
DT500K ELECTRONIC DRUM KIT
5-piece pad configuration with newly designed sound module featuring 427 realistic sounds. Features an AUX in jack, groove check and rhythm gate functions for developing your timing and feel. Kit consists of the DTL9 pad set – (2) cymbal pads, (5) drum pads and kick pad, FP6110A kick pedal, hi-hat controller pedal, RS40 rack system, and DTX500 module.

DTX500K .......... 5-piece electronic drum kit ............................ CALL

DTX700K SERIES ELECTRONIC DRUM KITS
The DTX700K features all DTX Pads (3) XP70 toms and a XP80 snare, RHH135 hi hat controller, (2) large three-zone PCY135 cymbals, new RS500 compact rack system, and 64MB flash memory for loading your own samples. Features the DTX700 module with 1,267 drum sounds offering 60 user editable drum kits, digital signal processing, and comprehensive training functions including groove check, practice songs and easy to use MIDI recording. Comes with Cubase AI.

DTX700K .......... 5-piece electronic drum kit, (2) cymbals & hi-hats ....... CALL

DTX530K ELECTRONIC DRUM KIT
The DTX530K features the DTX-PAD snare, real hi-hat trigger, (3) TP65 single zone tom pads, (2) 3-zone cymbals, and rack system. The XP80 8" three zone snare not only feels like an acoustic drum, it helps you to develop your drumming technique. The DTX500 module has 427 high quality sounds and also offers comprehensive training functions including groove check, practice songs and easy to use MIDI recording.

DTX530K .......... 5-piece electronic drum kit ............................ CALL

DTX-MULTI 12
12 trigger pads in a compact split-level configuration. Includes 1,277 drum, percussion and effects sounds. Load digital samples for endless sound possibilities. Use sticks, hands, or fingers. It features 100MB wave ROM, 64MB flash ROM for loading custom WAV/AIFF files, USB device to host connectivity, hi-hat control jack/foot switch/tap tempo, and is expandable via 5 aux trigger inputs. Includes Cubase AI 5 recording software.

DTXM12 .................. Electronic percussion pad ......................... CALL
**ACCESS**

**VIRUS TI2 DESKTOP SYNTHESIZER**
Delivers amazing virtual analog tones in a compact package. The latest Ti synth has a dual DSP system which doubles the capacity for effects. Extensive I/O including USB for use as a virtual instrument plug-in in most DAWs.

- 3 LFOs
- Up to 192 parallel effects
- 32-step programmable arpeggiator
- Also available with keyboard

**VIRUS-TI2-DESKTOP** ................................................. 2300.00

---

**DAVE SMITH**

**PROPHET '08 PE KEYBOARD**
The PE (potentiometer edition) has all the features of a standard Prophet 08 but many of the front panel controls use potentiometers for a more vintage style control. A real analog sounding synth paired with a 5-octave keyboard.

- Legendary Curtis analog low pass filters
- 256 editable programs
- 16x4 step sequencer

**PROPHET-08-KEYBRD-PE** ........................................... 2099.00

---

**AKAI MINIAK**

**SYNTHESIZER/VOCODER**
Compact and portable synthesizer with 40-band vocoder, stereo effects engine, rhythm sequencer, and arpeggiator. The MINIAK will allow up to 8 voices each with 3 oscillators.

- 600 presets
- 37-key synth-action keyboard
- Includes gooseneck mic

**MINIAK** ........................................................................... 399.99

---

**KURZWEIL**

**PC361 CONTROLLER/SYNTHESIZER**
Performance keyboard with an upgraded V.A.S.T for improved processing power and VA-1 Virtual Analog Synth engine. It has a wide selection of voices including the Triple Strike Grand Piano.

- Unlimited track sequencer
- 128-voice polyphony
- 850 new factory presets

**PC361** ............................................................................. 1995.00

---

**M-AUDIO**

**VENOM**
**VIRTUAL ANALOG SYNTHESIZER**
The warmth of analog sound with the convenience of modern digital processing. It has 41 oscillator waves and 53 drum sounds sampled from classic vintage keyboards.

- ProTools compatible USB audio/MIDI interface
- 49-key synth-action keyboard
- Real-time performance controls plus software editor

**VENOM** .......................................................................... 499.00

---

**HARTKE**

**KM60 / KM100**
Keyboard combo amplifiers

**GATOR CASES**

**GCK1540/GCK1648**
Stretchy keyboard covers

**GATOR CASES TOUR SERIES**
Keyboard cases

**KURZWEIL**

**KFP-1**
Footswitch pedal

**ULTIMATE**

**AX90**
Keyboard stand

---

**fullcompass.com**

---
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KRONOS MUSIC WORKSTATION
The latest evolution of synthesis technology, this instrument unites 9 different synth engines and a powerful sampler/workstation. An 8” TouchView Display and SSD (Solid State Disc) make this keyboard the fastest and most powerful ever offered by Korg. 73 and 88 key models are also available and have RH3 Graded Hammer Action (see web for details).

- 16 MIDI & 16 audio tracks
- 24-bit, 48kHz recording
- 16 simultaneous effects

KRONOS-61 ................................................................. 2999.00

M50 SERIES WORKSTATIONS
Highly portable and powerful workstation synths, the M50s are made to be played. Features splits, combis, layers, effects, drum tracks, arpeggiators, as well as editing software and a TouchView display. Available with 61 or 73 semi-weighted keys, or 88 keys and RH3 Graded Hammer Action.

- SD storage (up to 2GB)
- 16-track MIDI sequencer
- 640 programs, 512 combis, 48 drum kits

M5088 ................................................................. 1799.00

R3 SYNTHESIZER/VOCODER
This full-fledged synthesizer provides an easy and affordable way to enjoy sophisticated synthesis and advanced sound creation.

- 37 full-size velocity sensing keys
- 8-voice polyphony
- Includes gooseneck mic

R3 ................................................................. 599.00

X50 SYNTHESIZER
An ultra-light, compact synth with 61 keys & 62-voice polyphony. 512 pro-quality sounds make it a great value for any musician.

- 4 processor effect sections
- 4 real-time control knobs
- Dual polyphonic arpeggiator

X50 ........................................................................ 699.00

M3 SERIES WORKSTATIONS
The big brother to the M50 this synth adds PCM expansion options, USB storage, and stereo sampling. Also features X-Y control mode on the TouchView screen, and KARMA control modules. Available with 61 or 73 semi-weighted keys, or 88 keys and RH3 Graded Hammer Action.

- 1664 user locations, 1792 combis
- 2 USB connectors
- 16-bit, 48kHz sampling

M361 ................................................................. 1899.00

MICROKORG XL
PORTABLE SYNTHESIZER/VOCODER
An 8-voice synth and 4-voice vocoder with 37 velocity-sensitive mini-keys. Sound engine features 2 oscillators and a noise generator, 2 LFO’s, and a multi-mode filter.

- Runs on 6 AA batteries or included AC adapter
- 128 programs, 17 effects
- Includes gooseneck mic

MICROKORG-XL ...................................................... 499.99

Foot pedal
Double-braced keyboard stand
Professional headphones
Keyboard gig bag
VU
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**MOOG LITTLE PHATTY STAGE II SYNTHESIZER**

This 2-oscillator, 100% analog synthesizer packs the classic Moog sounds into a compact package. The latest version adds MIDI over USB for added power and flexibility, as well as PC connectivity.

- Voltage-controlled filter
- External audio input
- Arpeggiator w/tap tempo

**NORD WAVE SYNTHESIZER**

Features 2 oscillators capable of classic analog waveforms, FM synthesis, wavetables, sampled waves, and noise. The Wave has an easy to use manager for OSX and Windows and allows use of your own samples in it’s flash memory.

- 49 velocity sensitive keys
- 180MB Flash memory for user samples
- 1024 program locations

**MOOG MINIMOOG VOYAGER XL ANALOG SYNTHESIZER**

The XL version of the MiniMoog Voyager features the same all-analog signal path and adds extensive front panel patchability. Digital control allows you to store and recall patches, map pots, and MIDI control.

- 61-note velocity sensitive keyboard
- Ribbon controller
- 20 CV outputs, 10 CV inputs

**NOVATION ULTRANOVA ANALOG MODELING SYNTHESIZER**

A 37-key, single-part synth based on the Supernova II engine. It has new filters and wavetable synthesis, a software editor, TouchSense performance mode, and a powerful effects processor. Features include 8 rotary encoders, 12-band vocoder, 14 filter-types, and 33 Arpeggiator patterns with velocity information.

- USB 2-in, 4-out audio interface
- 18 voices, 36 wavetables, 5 effects slots
- Includes gooseneck mic

**MOOG CP-251**

Voltage control processor

MOOG VX-351

Voyager control voltage expander

MOOG EW-PLUS-0011

Etherwave® Plus theremin

SKB 1SKB-R4215W

Roto molded keyboard case
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**FANTOM G WORKSTATIONS**
Features an advanced sound engine, ARX SuperNATURAL expansion bay, large color LCD, and powerful MIDI/audio sequencer. It also has twice the wave-ROM capacity of its predecessor and up to 22 multi-FX for each part. Available in 61 and 88 keys.

- Up to 128 total tracks (24 audio tracks)
- 2 ARX series expansion card slots
- XLR w/ phantom power, TRS, and Hi-Z inputs

**JUNO-GI MOBILE SYNTHESIZER**
Roland’s JUNO-GI has over 1,300 sounds, an onboard eight-track digital recorder, and professional effects created by BOSS. Over 1,300 factory selections cover a wide array of instrument types and musical styles, and Tone Category buttons help you scan the vast library with ease.

- AC Adapter or Rechargeable Ni-MH Battery
- SD/SDHC Card memory up to 32GB (2GB SD included)
- 8-track digital recording

**GAIA SH-01 SYNTH**
Hands-on control and a fat sound make this powerhouse a joy for music students, songwriters, session players, and live performers of all styles and skill levels. It features a huge sound with 3 virtual analog engines onboard, each with a dedicated oscillator, filter, amplifier, envelope, and LFO.

- 37 velocity-sensitive keys
- 64-voice polyphony
- 64 arpeggiator patterns

**LUCINA AX-09 SHOULDER SYNTH**
A compact, lightweight synth loaded with great sounds – all easily selectable with the on-board Category buttons. It has an intuitive user interface and 150 high-quality sounds that cover a wide stylistic range. Also available in Black (AX09B).

- 128-voice polyphony
- 37 velocity-sensitive keys
- AC or battery power

**V-SYNTH GT**
The V-Synth GT can combine Elastic Audio Synthesis, Vocal Designer technology, and AP-SYNTHESIS in real time. Sound designers will love its complexity and editing depth, but it’s also great for musicians needing fresh sounds fast thanks to a friendly layout, color touch screen and dedicated buttons & sliders.

- 61 velocity-sensitive keys
- 16 COSM effects
- D-Beam controller

**JUPITER 80**
The latest incarnation of one of the most legendary names in synthesis. The Jupiter 80 is a live performance powerhouse with 256 polyphonic voices. There is a full color touch screen and plenty of assignable buttons, knobs, pitch and mod wheels, and a D-Beam controller.

- Fat, multi-layered SuperNATURAL sound set
- 76-note semi-weighted synth keyboard
- Easy integration with computers via USB

---

**CABLE UP USBA-USBB-15**
Type A to B USB cable, 15 feet

**ROLAND KC SERIES**
Keyboard amplifiers

**ROLAND ARX-01/02/03**
Expansion boards for Fantom G

**SKB 1SKB-KB-61**
Padded keyboard bag w/ wheels
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WALDORF BLOFELD KEYBOARD SYNTHESIZER
This synthesizer has up to 25 voices, 3 oscillators, 2 independent multimode filters per voice, onboard FX, advanced arpeggiator, and 60MB of onboard user sample RAM. Its engine is based on virtual analog, wavetable and sample-based oscillators.

- 49 semi-weighted keys
- 16-step programmable arpeggiator
- 1000+ sounds

BLOFELD-KEYBOARD.................................................................1199.99

YAMAHA MOTIF XF WORKSTATION
The Motif XF synth/workstations break new ground in power and performance. Along with a 16 track sampling sequencer, they have 1664 Voices and 97 Drum Kits. They are endlessly customizable and expandable up to 2GB of Flash memory. Available in 61, 76, or 88 keys (see web for details).

- 128-note polyphony
- 18 filter types
- DAW remote function with most software

MOTIF-XF7 .................................................................................. CALL

YAMAHA MM6 SYNTH WORKSTATION
The MM6 draws from the same sounds as the pro-level Motif instruments. It gives you real time control over your sound with many dynamic music creation tools built-in.

- 61 velocity-sensitive keys
- 32 notes polyphony
- 213 arpeggiator types

MM6 ............................................................................................. CALL

YAMAHA MOX SYNTHESIZER
The new MOX combines a MOTIF XS sound, a MIDI keyboard, and advanced multi-channel USB audio computer integration together in one convenient package. MOX has the same 1270 sounds as the acclaimed MOTIF XS covering a wide variety of music styles. Available with 61 or 88 keys.

- 6000 arpeggiator patterns
- 355MB Wave ROM
- Advanced DAW integration

MOX8 ......................................................................................... CALL

YAMAHA S90XS PERFORMANCE SYNTH
Designed specifically for performers, the S90XS features an amazing piano sound, 456MB of instrument samples, and 88 balanced Hammer effect keys. It’s also great in the studio with a USB DAW remote function & over 50 control templates.

- 6000 arpeggiator patterns
- 355MB Wave ROM
- Advanced DAW integration

S90XS ......................................................................................... CALL

BEYER DT770-PRO
Professional headphones

M-AUDIO MIDISPORT-2X2
USB MIDI interface

SKB 1R4417W
Roto molded keyboard case

YAMAHA FL1024M / FW16E
Expansion modules for Yamaha Motif

YAMAHA FC3
Dual-zone piano style sustain pedal
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**HAMMOND XK1 KEYBOARD**

Powered by the advanced VASE III digital tone wheel generator, this keyboard features great organ sounds. It has 61 Water Fall type keys and 9-pitch adjustable draw bars. It also has 8 extra voices such as electric piano.

- Internal Leslie effect
- Vibrato, chorus, & reverb
- Digital overdrive

XK1 ......................................................................................................................... 1495.00

---

**KORG**

---

**KORG SV173 STAGE PIANO**

The SV-1 series features multiple variations of many classic instruments including acoustic pianos, electric pianos, tonewheel organs, clavs and much more. It has a 12AX7 tube that provides anything from subtle warmth to heavy tube snarl. Matching stand available separately.

- Built-in amp modeling
- Pre and post effects
- 73 weighted hammer-action keys

SV173 ..................................................................................................................... 1999.00

---

**KORG MICROPIANO**

These compact, stylish keyboards feature 61 keys and 61 sounds. There are built-in stereo speakers hidden under a grand piano-style lid. Uses the same stereo samples as Korg's flagship digital pianos, generating full-bodied tones with depth and character. microPIANO is available in red, black, or white.

- Runs on (6) AA batteries or included DC9V adapter
- Mini headphone/line out
- Damper pedal jack

MICROPIANO-BK .................................................................................................... 399.99

---

**KORG SP170S PORTABLE DIGITAL PIANO**

This portable digital piano is a simple design that emphasizes the vital piano elements. A comfortable keyboard and a satisfying sound. A Piano Play button allows you to instantly access the main piano sound while a Sound button lets you access the rest of the 10 internal sounds. Also available in white.

- Two sampled grand piano sounds
- 88 natural-weighted hammer-action keys
- 120 notes of polyphony

SP170SBK .............................................................................................................. 499.99

---

**KORG SP250 PORTABLE DIGITAL PIANO**

The SP250 offers 88 note real weighted hammer action keys with touch control options. It includes a stand, music stand, damper pedal and an AC adapter.

- 60-note polyphony
- Built-in 2x11W speakers
- 30 sounds

SP250 ................................................................................................................... 699.00

---

**ACCESSORIES**

- Leslie 3300: Keyboard amplifier, 300W
- On Stage Stands: Table top keyboard stand
- On Stage KB8902B: Flip top keyboard bench
- Radial JDI Duplex: Passive stereo direct box
- VU MUS100-10B: Music stand w/ tripod base

---

**FULL COMPASS**
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## Kurzweil

### Kurzweil SP3X
Kurzweil sound design from their best Triple Strike Grand Piano collection, a variety of electric pianos, strings, pads, and more. 88 fully-weighted hammer-action keys with velocity adjustment.
- 64-voice polyphony
- 60 drum groove rhythms
- USB port for MIDI and OS updates

KURZWEIL SP3X


### Kurzweil PC3
128 voices of quality sound and a host of other powerful, easy to use functions. The PC3 has hundreds of sounds from acoustic pianos, drums, and basses to vintage synth emulations.
- 76 semi-weighted keys
- 128-voice polyphony
- 850 factory preset sounds

KURZWEIL PC3


## M-Audio

### M-Audio Prokeys 88 Stage Piano
This premium stage piano is also a MIDI controller. It has a built-in USB MIDI interface for connection to a Mac or PC. It also has a 64MB sound bank of world-class instrument samples.
- 88 hammer-action keys
- 128-note polyphony
- On-board EQ and effects

M-AUDIO PROKEYS 88 STAGE PIANO


### M-Audio Prokeys Sonor 61
61 key semi-weighted controller with an on-board 2-in/2-out audio interface. It has both line and microphone inputs. 128 GM sounds make it a great stand alone keyboard or DAW interface controller.
- 5 instant-access instrument keys
- Steinway grand piano voice from AVID
- USB powered or with optional power supply

M-AUDIO PROKEYS SONO 61


## Nord

### Nord Stage 2
Features award winning Organ, Piano, and Synth technologies. Available with 88 or 76 Hammer Action keys or a compact 73-key waterfall keyboard, the Stage 2 models all have the same sound engine and controls. See web for complete model listings.
- 400 program memories
- Rotary speaker emulation
- Digitally controlled drawbars

NORD STAGE 2


### Nord Electro III
Features a new organ section, new piano section, new effects, and the ability to use any samples from the Nord Sample Library. Available with 61 or 73 keys the Electro III has 9 digitally controlled drawbars and enhanced rotary speaker emulation.
- 128 program memories
- USB connectivity
- 68MB sample memory

NORD ELECTRO III


## Accessories

- **Countryman DT85S**
  - Stereo direct box
  - **M-Audio SP-2**
  - Sustain pedal
  - **Shure SRH440**
  - Professional headphones
  - **Peavey KB Series**
  - Keyboard amplifiers

**Full Compass**

fullcompass.com 800-356-5844
**RD700 STAGE PIANO**
The acoustic sounds in this stage piano are derived from Roland's SuperNATURAL piano sound engine. It features 3 acoustic pianos with 30 variations. The sounds also include a virtual tone wheel organ, SuperNATURAL electric piano, PCM sound generator, and GM2-compatible instrument sounds.

- 88 Ivory-Feel keys
- Balanced XLR outputs
- SMF audio file player

**F-110 DIGITAL PIANO**
This digital piano features an attractive wooden cabinet and a unique folding lid. The F-110’s stand has an embedded 3-pedal unit for damper, soft, and sostenuto. It has 88 keys and is available in Black or Satin White.

- 128-voice polyphony
- Built-in 2x12W speakers
- 99-song memory locations

**VR700 STAGE KEYBOARD**
A multi-function keyboard with a simple user interface. The virtual tone wheel organ provides authentic organ sound with a waterfall keyboard that has various essential ensemble sounds, dedicated harmonic bars, rotary-speaker simulation, and amp models.

- 76-key waterfall keyboard
- WAV/AIFF/MP3/SMF file playback
- Professional balanced I/O

**FP7F DIGITAL PIANO**
This digital piano features an onboard looper, built-in speakers, and a mic input with harmony effects. Available in black or white this digital piano has 88 Ivory Feel keys. Sounds are based on the SuperNATURAL sound engine.

- 351 tones including 8 drum sets
- USB storage capability for up to 999 songs
- Includes damper pedal
PIAGGIERO PORTABLE KEYBOARD
A slim, lightweight keyboard with 10 preset voices, 32-note polyphony, metronome, 4 reverb types, AWM stereo sampling, and layering of 2 voices. It includes Auto Power Off mode after 30 minutes of inactivity. Also available with 61 keys (NP11).

- Can operate on 6 AA batteries
- 76 graded soft-touch keys
- Built in stereo 6W speakers

NP31........................................................................................................CALL

CP33 STAGE PIANO
This stage piano has an 88-key hammer weighted keyboard with authentic touch. The AWM tone generator gives you 28 voices and 64 notes of polyphony.

- Reverb and other effects
- USB terminal
- Real-time controllers- sliders, and pitch bend/mod wheels

CP33........................................................................................................CALL

PSR-E233 PORTABLE KEYBOARD
A portable keyboard with 61 keys and 385 high quality voices. It features Y.E.S. (Yamaha Education Suite) which includes a continuously adjustable tempo to help you learn songs regardless of playing ability. Uses (6) AA batteries or optional power supply.

- 2 x 2.5W built in speakers
- Ultra-wide stereo presets
- Auto power-off mode

PSR-E233........................................................................................................CALL

TYROS 4 PRO ARRANGER
Boasts a total of 500 accompaniment styles (including vocal selections) powered by Yamaha’s Super Articulation 2 and Mega Voice technologies for ultimate realism. It also includes SFF GE Styles for super-realistic guitar voicings. A huge TFT color display (with video output) and hard disk recorder/player with MP3 playback make performing and recording with this powerhouse a breeze. USB 2.0 connectivity for quick data transfer.

- 61-key FSX keyboard
- 128-note polyphony
- Internal hard disk

TYROS4........................................................................................................CALL

YDP141 DIGITAL PIANO
Get authentic sound, graded hammer technology for a natural touch, and expressive control with this digital piano. Its AWM Dynamic Stereo Sampling can produce such dynamic nuances by recording samples of various playing strengths. Includes stand and bench.

- 88 hammer-action keys
- 50 preset piano sounds
- Built-in 2-track song recorder and metronome

YDP141........................................................................................................CALL

ACCESSORIES
YAMAHA FC4 / FC5
Sustain foot pedals
YAMAHA BB1 / RB1
Traditional piano benches
YAMAHA RH3C
Professional headphones
YAMAHA STAGEPAS-500-CA
Portable PA system
YAMAHA SURVIVAL-KIT-1B
Accessory kit for PSR series keyboards

fullcompass.com 800-356-5844